
Health Promoter Training



Welcome

Please introduce yourself and what faith-based 

organization you’re connected with in our community
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What is a Faith Health Network?

A collaborative network between healthcare providers and faith families, that connects patient needs to their 
trusted community for better health outcomes

Faith communities are not merely assets or venues, but true partners helping us address root causes of health 
disparities

Truly intertwining physical health and spiritual health

NO LIMITS on what we can do, but here’s where we’ll start:

We want to collaborate with faith communities on:
•Reducing the impact of toxic stress and mental health stigma
•Health education and disease self-management to improve health outcomes
•Access to care
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Why do we need such a 
network?

Acknowledging the Role of Faith is Key in 

Health and Healing

There is a relationship between religious 

and spiritual beliefs and health.

The World Health Organization (WHO) 

discerns four dimensions of health, 

namely physical, social, mental, and 

spiritual health.

Wholistic health considers the mind, 

body, and spirit.
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We need to consider all the factors. Although there are many social 

determinants of health, Novant Health is focusing on the 4 key areas below.

• Social determinants have a bigger impact on a person's health than clinical care

• Nearly 80% of health outcomes are determined by social determinants of health

• Key practices that address these issues include screening, linking to resources, and developing 

programs to support health after discharge.

Housing Food Transportation Interpersonal 

Safety
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Why do we need such a network?

Top five issues negatively impacting quality of life from NH county CHNA

(respondents picked three from a list of 25 options)

• Alcohol, drugs or medication misuse/abuse 64%

• Lack of affordable housing 33%

• Gang involvement 22%

• Homelessness 20%

• Low income/poverty 20%

(Top issues identified in 2015 survey: violent crimes; traffic congestion; 

drug/alcohol abuse)
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Brunswick County CHNA Top Priorities
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Pender County CHNA Top Priorities
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What did Faith Leaders say?
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Health related activities you feel would benefit your congregation?
• Diabetes prevention

• Suicide Awareness

• Financial Wellness

• Stress Management

• Addiction Services

• Aging in Place

• Matter of Balance



• Collaborate with congregations and 

faith leaders in the community, and 

nonprofits already connected with 

churches

• Train Health Promoters

• Train Faith Community Nurses

• Offer a toolkit

• Integrate faith and components of 

network into patient care plan

• Bring group education, screening, 

possible clinical services
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How will we do it?



• Members of a local congregation or community who are 
trained in basic health promotion skills. 

• Provide information about health care, monitor those who 
are chronically ill and encourage healthy lifestyles among 
members of the congregation. 

• Serve as the “health care connection” between members of 
their congregation and health care services in the community. 
This is a practice of listening and teaching.

• No need for any medical training or background. 

• People who are natural helpers and who are respected by 
their fellow congregation members
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Who is a Health Promoter?



Role of a Health Promoter

Health Promoters live into their 

roles according to their passions, 

gifts, and sense of calling. They 

often wear a multitude of hats. 

This role looks different according 

to the community or congregation 

in which the promoter serves.

• Train in topics related to health and wellness such as 
diabetes management, mental health first aid, and 
aging. 

• Train on the social determinants of health and how to 
address these barriers through resources in our 
community

• Share knowledge with others in your congregations 
about setting wellness goals and preventing common 
illnesses, or how to navigate the system of public 
benefits
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Why should I do this?

Let’s look to the story of the Good 

Samaritan Luke 10:30–37

Who is my neighbor?

Take this as an opportunity to live out 

your spiritual mission

What else could you gain?

• Additional certification for your 

tool belt as a trained CHW

• Notary certificate

• Tools for your church

• Ability to touch those you care 

about and give them relief



Expectations of the Role

Commit 2 Hours Each 

Week

Attend Quarterly Meetings

Engage with your church and 

share purpose of your role

Share knowledge of resources 

and contacts with other Health 

Promoters

Respond to requests for support, 
navigation, or care from your 

community 



Where to Begin

• Identify your own networks and 
connections

• Take account of your relationships, this 
is where healing happens and is the 
foundation of your role

• Share what you are learning with those 
you already know and those whom you 
know would be excited about this work.

• Reflect on your community and 
professional connections and how you 
could leverage them in this role

A beginning Health Promoter may feel overwhelmed with where to start. This is normal. 
We hope you will bring your questions to the team and shadow another Promoter or two. 
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Some of your work as a Health Promoter will involve introducing Faith 
Health to congregations and clergy. We trust that as you live into the role, 
you will find ways to share your passion along with the vision of this 
collaborative network. Remember to seek support in your mission with a 
servant heart and engage other volunteers in your work so as not to go at 
it alone. 

Key Points to Mention:

• Congregations are agents of healing—a person’s health 
journey happens in community (a small fraction falls 
under medical care)—we want to support the places 
where healing happens 

• We want to be in relationship with the congregation to 
support you as agents of healing. 

• We want to support the health ministries of the 
congregation and be a resource to them. (medical 
navigation and referrals, education, consultation, health 
fairs, etc.) 

• We want to be a resource to the clergy person

• This is not another program for the clergy to run/be 
responsible for

How to get your church on board



You may face barriers

• Questions you may be asked
• Why do we need a health ministry?

• I have a doctor for my health!

• The Church is a place to worship!

• Explanation of the importance of the 
program is key!

• Infrastructure to support you

• Start small!



What does it look like in action?

• Share your contact information and availability with 

your congregation or community you’re serving

• Spend time once a week before or after church to 

be available for needs at the church

• Arrange for programming at your church (ex. DEEP 

classes, Matter of Balance, Mental Health First Aid)

• Provide visits or phone calls to those that may be 

isolated

• Offer spiritual support through prayer and 

conversation

• Teach a class yourself

• Recognize a need a do a donation drive (ex. Coats, 

children’s books, 

• Offer resources

• Share Faith Health Network news with your church 

family

• Recruit other volunteers to share in your mission
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What does it look like in action?



Healthy Boundaries

You have the 

authority to 

say “NO I 

can’t help 

you, but I 

know who 

can”

Know when 

to escalate!

Nurture your 

spirit

What do you 

already 

know your 

limits of 

expertise 

and comfort 

to be?



HIPPA Compliance

• Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
Act (HIPPA) serves to protect patients’ personal 
or protected health information (PHI)

• Protected health information (PHI) includes:
• a patient’s name, address, birth date and Social 

Security number
• an individual’s physical or mental health

• any care provided to an individual

• information concerning the payment for care 
provided to the individual that identifies the 
patient

• or information for which there is a reasonable 
basis to believe could be used to identify the 
patient. 

• information can be held in any form, including 
digital, paper or oral

Ensure consent form is signed at 
classes or health screening events 



Where to turn for Resources

1. Faith Health Toolkit

2. Other Health 

Promoters

3. Our Community Link

4. NCCARE 360



Thank you for your commitment to 

this role!

“It is only when we stand up, with all our failings and 

sufferings, and try to support others rather than withdraw 

into ourselves, that we can fully live the life of community.” -

Jean Vanier


